
Scattergories 3 

Questions by Will Nediger and Jaimie Carlson 

Round 1 

1. In Robert Pinsky’s poem “Impossible to Tell,” the discussion of one of these objects given as a 

gift to a teacher segues into a reminiscence of the jokes that “seemed to breed like microbes” in 

Elliot Gilbert’s brain. That teacher wrote a poem about the appearance of “the first sign of 

something I loathe” next to one of these objects. An author whose pseudonym refers to one of these 

objects wrote about a woman dealing with her boyfriend’s death in a car accident in a novella named 

after a Mike Oldfield song. That author of (*) Moonlight Shadow wrote about the aftermath of the death of 

Mikage’s [mee-kah-“gaze”] grandmother in her novel Kitchen. The disciples of the author of The Seashell Game 

gave him one of these objects, which inspired his pseudonym. For 10 points, Matsuo Basho and a novelist 

surnamed Yoshimoto both have pseudonyms referencing what type of plant which produces a curved, yellow 

fruit? 

ANSWER: bananas [or banana plants; or banana trees] 

<WN> 

2. This artist made a grotesque black felt drawing of his dentist in which the number 23 appears on 

the dentist’s chest and there are 23 gunshot holes in the canvas. This painter used file folders as 

surfaces to mix paint on, before realizing they could be seen as artworks themselves, resulting in his 

File Folders series. This artist developed a technique in which he would place cans of spray paint in 

front of a surface and shoot the cans with a shotgun. The painter (*) Brion Gysin inspired this man 

with his practice of slicing up newspapers and rearranging the pieces, which this man used as a literary 

technique called the cut-up technique. For 10 points, name this artist better known as the author of books 

like Junkie and Naked Lunch. 

ANSWER: William S(eward) Burroughs II 

<WN> 

3. This poet wrote “Think what’s got away in my life – was enough to carry me thru” in a quatrain 

about a “granite pail” which provides the title of a volume of her collected poetry. The only known 

recording of this poet reading her own work was played at a 2003 symposium in her honor by her 

literary executor, Cid Corman. Many poems by this author of My Friend Tree are about her 

birthplace of Black Hawk Island in Wisconsin. This poet never published her collection For Paul, 

about the son of her onetime lover (*) Louis Zukofsky, because Zukofsky considered the poems 

intrusively personal. For 10 points, name this Objectivist poet whose name is uncannily similar to that of Will 

Nediger’s [NED-ih-gurz] wife.  

ANSWER: Lorine Faith Niedecker [accept just Niedecker before “Nediger’s,” and prompt on it after] 

(Will’s wife is named Lorraine Nediger.) 

<WN> 

 

 

 



4. Pythagoras was said to have one of these body parts made of gold, which he showed to Abaris the 

Hyperborean to prove that he was the Hyperborean Apollo. Apollodorus wrote that, from this part of 

the body downwards, Typhon was covered in coils of snakes. The sage Nara-Narayana placed a 

flower on this part of his body, from which the beautiful nymph (*) Urvashi sprang. The Etruscan god 

Fufluns was born from this part of Tinia’s body. Erichthonius was born after some of Hephaestus’s semen 

fell on this part of Athena’s body. Odysseus was gored by a boar in this body part, producing the scar that 

allowed Eurycleia [yoor-uh-KLEE-uh] to recognize him. For 10 points, after causing the death of Semele 

[SEM-uh-lee], Zeus sewed the unborn Dionysus into what part of his body? 

ANSWER: thighs [accept groin or testicles since “thigh” can refer to those body parts in the Greek 

context] 

<WN> 

5. A member of this artistic movement who lived to the age of 105 wrote the autobiography I Shock 

Myself, which inspired the character of Rose in Titanic, and was part of a love triangle which may 

have inspired the novel upon which Jules and Jim is based. A woman who was part of this movement 

came up with the idea for a sculpture called God which was once attributed solely to Morton 

Livingston Schamberg. The author of the posthumously published poetry collection Body (*) Sweats 

belonged to this artistic movement. A letter suggesting that one of the artist’s “female friends” was 

responsible for an iconic artwork from this movement has prompted speculation that that artwork was 

actually conceived by either Louise Norton or the Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven. A female member 

of this movement co-founded the journal The Blind Man. For 10 points, Beatrice Wood was punningly 

nicknamed the “Mama” of what artistic movement, whose male members included Marcel Duchamp? 

ANSWER: Dadaism 

<WN> 

6. Bertolt Brecht was almost expelled from school for criticizing this phrase in response to an essay 

prompt. This phrase is referenced in a description of people who “walked eye-deep in hell” in Part 

IV of Ezra Pound’s “Hugh Selwyn Mauberley.” In one appearance, this phrase follows a description 

of a maiden who cries “O tempt not the infuriate mood of that fell lion I see!” A poem named for this 

phrase was ironically dedicated to (*) Jessie Pope, and chides those who “tell [this phrase] with such high 

zest to children ardent for some desperate glory.” That poem describes “an ecstasy of fumbling” by people 

“bent double, like old beggars under sacks.” For 10 points, name this patriotic phrase from a poem by 

Horace which Wilfred Owen called “the old Lie” in an anti-war poem. 

ANSWER: dulce et decorum est pro patria mori [or “It is sweet and fitting to die for one’s country”; or 

“What joy, for fatherland to die”] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 



7. A phrase coined by Krista Hunt consisting of this adjective plus the word “feminism” refers to the 

practice of states co-opting feminist discourse to justify interventionism, as in the 2001 invasion of 

Afghanistan. John Ruggie used this adjective to describe a type of liberalism exemplified by the 

post-World War II international economic system as established at the Bretton Woods Conference. A 

paper about the “problem of” a phenomenon described by this word notes that what it calls 

“undersocialized” and “oversocialized” views ironically both result in atomization. That paper, 

“Economic Action and Social Structure,” is by Mark (*) Granovetter. As part of his substantivist 

approach, Karl Polanyi used this term to refer to the phenomenon of economic institutions in non-market 

societies being constrained by non-economic institutions. For 10 points, identify this word which, in 

linguistics, describes a type of clause also called a dependent or subordinate clause. 

ANSWER: embeddedness 

<WN> 

8. Mags Harries created 54 bronze sculptures of these objects for an installation in the Porter Square 

transit station in Cambridge, Massachusetts. A man’s hands clutch at a pterodactyl-like creature 

flying away with one of these objects in an etching entitled “Abduction.” In an Albert Gleizes [all-

bear GLEZZ] painting, a woman whose hair is represented as a series of concentric black-and-white 

arcs has a black one of these objects. One of these objects takes on fetishistic qualities in a series of 

ten symbolist etchings by Max Klinger entitled (*) Paraphrase on the Finding of [one of these objects]. A 

viral 2015 tweet concerns people “nervously stepping around” one of these objects which was dropped on 

the floor at the MoMA because they’re “unsure if it’s art.” One of these objects is pinned to a board next to a 

sculpture of a head in Giorgio de Chirico’s Song of Love. For 10 points, name these articles of clothing, one of 

which has been removed by the woman in Edward Hopper’s Automat. 

ANSWER: gloves 

<WN> 

9. Alyssum kills a character based on this real-life person because Chick is financially ruined by his 

obsession with that character in the novel Froth on the Daydream by Boris Vian [vyah], whose wife 

had an affair with this person. A character based on this man causes a break with one of his best 

friends by arguing that news of the existence of Stalin’s work camps should not be published. A 

character based on this man falls in love with Xavière [sah-VYAIR], destabilizing the (*) ménage à 

trois he has formed with Xavière and Françoise, in the novel She Came to Stay. In a novel in which Nelson 

Algren is fictionalized as Lewis Brogan, this man is fictionalized as Robert Dubreuilh [roh-“BEAR” doo-

BROY], a member of a group of intellectuals who are analogized to Chinese scholar-bureaucrats. For 10 

points, name this man who was fictionalized in The Mandarins by his lover, Simone de Beauvoir. 

ANSWER: Jean-Paul Sartre 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



10. A theorem named for this action implies that the cut rule is not necessary for proofs in the 

sequent calculus, and was proven by Gerhard Gentzen. A chapter named after this action imagines a 

dispute about whether a painting attributed to Goya is actually just a set of ideas in the perceiver’s 

mind. It’s not analysis, but a paper named after this action compares the sentence “The rain rains” 

to the pseudo-statement “The Nothing itself nothings.” That (*) Rudolf Carnap paper is titled for 

doing this action “through logical analysis of language.” A doctrine named after this action is advocated by 

the Churchlands, who argue that propositional attitudes are “folk psychology” which should be discarded. 

For 10 points, a type of “materialism” in the philosophy of mind is named after what action, which A. J. Ayer 

[“air”] advocated doing to metaphysics? 

ANSWER: elimination [accept word forms; accept cut-elimination theorem or elimination of metaphysics 

or eliminative materialism] 

<WN> 

11. This person is widely rumored to have been the model for the poster for I Spit on Your Grave, 

since distributor Charles Band was filming a movie with her when the poster was commissioned. 

Banksy advertised his Barely Legal exhibition by parodying a photograph of this woman, replacing 

her face with that of a Simpsons-esque figure smoking a cigarette. The artist of a photograph 

depicting this woman sued Paramount Pictures after it was parodied on a promotional poster for 

The (*) Naked Gun 33 1/3. The body painter Joanne Gair was catapulted to fame thanks to a photograph of 

this person’s “birthday suit.” For 10 points, name this actress who was photographed nude and pregnant by 

Annie Leibovitz for the cover of Vanity Fair in 1991. 

ANSWER: Demi Moore [or Demi Gene Guynes] 

<WN> 

12. An essay about this very specific type of object begins with a set of six postulates including one 

specifying that it must be a “semiotic tool.” That essay, which concludes with a paradox about a 

“normal” one of these objects, is from Umberto Eco’s How to Travel with a Salmon. A man named 

Mein Herr describes one of these objects to which his country’s farmers objected in a passage from 

Lewis Carroll’s Sylvie and Bruno Concluded. One of these objects is “delivered … up to the 

Inclemencies of Sun and Winters” and its ruins are inhabited by animals and beggars, according to a 

story which purports to be from (*) Suárez Miranda’s Travels of Prudent Men. That one-paragraph-long story 

was added to the 1954 edition of A Universal History of Infamy. For 10 points, Jorge Luis Borges’s “On 

Exactitude in Science” concerns a map with what property? 

ANSWER: a map that’s the same size as the territory [or a map with a 1:1 scale; accept clear equivalents] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13. A girl who suffers this type of mishap declares “I sing” at the end of a Lucie Brock-Broido poem. 

A story named after this type of event is about the Nudd family, who ritually recount an event of this 

type while holidaying in the Adirondacks. In gratitude for being rescued from this type of event, a 

character adopts Gorgias as his son, after which Gorgias betroths Myrrhine to Sostratos. In a 

children’s book written by Arlene Mosel, Chinese names are shortened after Tikki Tikki Tembo is 

barely saved from this type of mishap because his name takes too long to say. A John (*) Cheever 

story is named after the day that a pig underwent this type of event, which is suffered by the title character of 

Menander’s Dyskolos. It doesn’t involve a ditch, but a fable about an astrologer suffering this type of mishap 

was based on an anecdote about how it happened to the philosopher Thales [THAY-leez] while he was 

gazing at the stars. For 10 points, name this type of mishap from which Timmy stereotypically has to be 

rescued with the help of Lassie. 

ANSWER: falling into a well [or being stuck in a well; accept a pig falling into a well] 

<WN> 

14. A member of this profession refers to a picture of him and his wife as “the prig and the bully” 

before throwing it in the fire, and says that he and his first lover “talked ourselves into Persepolis 

and Timbuctoo.” The protagonist of another novel first addresses one of these people by his first 

name in the British Museum; that member of this profession climbs through the protagonist’s 

window with a ladder, thinking the protagonist is (*) calling for him and not Clive Durham. A member 

of this profession places flowers in his lover’s pubic hair before claiming he has “fucked a flame into being”; 

in a tense scene, that man tensely pushes his wheelchair-bound employer up a hill. This is the profession of 

the protagonist’s same-sex lover, Alec Scudder, in E. M. Forster’s Maurice [“Morris”]. For 10 points, name this 

typically working-class profession of Oliver Mellors, the lover of Constance Chatterley.  

ANSWER: gamekeepers [or groundskeepers; prompt on gardeners] 

<JC> 

15. The phrase “steal someone’s thunder” supposedly derives from a performance of this play which 

stole a method for simulating thunder that John Dennis had invented for his failed play Appius and 

Virginia. This play introduced the word “self-abuse,” in the 17th-century sense of “self-deception,” 

not the later sense of “masturbation.” A speech from this play includes the first attested usage of the 

word “even-handed” in a discussion of “even-handed justice.” Shakespeare coined the word (*) 

“compunctious” in this play’s line about “compunctious visitings of nature,” perhaps avoiding the word 

“remorseful” because he had used “remorse” in the previous line. This play turned a word which had 

previously been an adjective and a noun into a verb in its line about how “the multitudinous seas incarnadine 

[in-CAR-nuh-“dine”], making the green one red.” Another verb was coined in a speech in which a character 

in this play tells the “spirits that tend on mortal thoughts” to “unsex me here.” For 10 points, name this play 

that coined the word “assassination” to describe the murder of Duncan. 

ANSWER: The Tragedy of Macbeth 

<WN> 

 

 

 



16. The film British Sounds opens with a ten-minute long tracking shot of a factory making these 

objects. Black Panthers read passages from various revolutionary texts while surrounded by piles of 

these objects in several scenes from Sympathy for the Devil. A shot from a 1965 film shows one of 

these objects burning next to an isolated section of a bridge which for some reason sits in the middle 

of the countryside. Brian Henderson’s essay “Toward a Non-Bourgeois Camera Style” emphasizes 

the flatness of a ten-minute long (*) lateral tracking shot showing a bunch of these objects from the film 

Weekend. A 1960 film includes an iconic sequence using a series of jump cuts to show characters played by 

Jean Seberg [SEE-burg] and Jean-Paul Belmondo inside one of these objects. For 10 points, name this type of 

vehicle stolen by Michel at the beginning of Breathless. 

ANSWER: cars [accept automobiles or other clear equivalents] 

<WN> 

Note to players: Specific term required. 

17. George Walden’s book about these people includes a translation of Jules Barbey d’Aurevilly’s 

treatise on them, which started as a biography of the prototypical person of this type. In The Rebel, 

Camus wrote that this type of person “creates a unity for himself by the very violence of his refusal” 

and “is always compelled to astonish.” A William Hazlitt essay about the “school” of these people is 

the origin of the term (*) “silver-fork novel.” The prototypical person of this type died penniless in Caen 

[con] because of the debts he racked up after his falling-out with the future George IV. That person of this 

type was the subject of an over-the-top Twitter thread by Alexandra Rowland addressed to “all my boyes 

suffering under toxic masculinity” which blamed him for the fact that there are only four acceptable colors 

for men to wear. For 10 points, Beau Brummell exemplified what type of man, who prides himself on his 

refined appearance? 

ANSWER: dandies [or dandy] 

<WN> 

18. The madman Sonny Gonzag shows the narrator and his parents one of these places in Ceylon in 

a Paul Bowles story which ends with the revelation that Sonny murdered his wife in that location. 

Another character in one of these places is told she is “less than a servant, for you do nothing for 

your keep” before seeing a flash of light and thinking she hears the rushing of wings. A narrator in 

one of these places becomes so afraid of alleged ghosts that he runs into the walls and passes out, 

before realizing that this place is only haunted by fear, in a story by H. G. Wells. A character is (*) 

locked in one of these places for striking her coarse cousin John Reed. Jane Eyre is terrified in one of these 

places, another of which titles an August Strindberg novel about journalist Arvind Falk. For 10 points, Cao 

Xueqin [tsao shway-jeen] wrote a novel titled for the “dream of” what brightly-colored and often spooky type 

of place? 

ANSWER: a red room [or a red chamber; accept answers using synonyms for “red” and synonyms for 

“room”; prompt on room or equivalents] 

<JC> 

 

 

 



19. A director with this surname made a film in which a one-armed man declares “You’re not only 

wrong, you’re wrong at the top of your voice” before karate-chopping a character played by Ernest 

Borgnine. A film by a director with this surname ends with the title cards “And they lived happily 

ever after… or did they?” after the revelation that the main characters both have identical twins, 

explaining the fast-paced prologue set to the William Tell Overture. The director of (*) Bad Day at 

Black Rock, who had this surname, made a film in which characters like the “Cooler King” Virgil Hilts dig 

tunnels nicknamed Tom, Dick, and Harry. In a film by a director with this surname, the title character 

watches a Pluto cartoon in prison, convincing him to make comedy films instead of his proposed serious 

drama O Brother, Where Art Thou? For 10 points, identify this surname which the director of The Great Escape 

shares with the director of The Palm Beach Story and Sullivan’s Travels, Preston. 

ANSWER: Sturges [accept John Sturges or Preston Sturges] 

<WN> 

20. This man’s ancestor of the same first and last name became a hero by capturing a Spanish silver 

fleet at the Battle in the Bay of Matanzas. John Nash and this man independently invented the board 

game Hex, whose determinacy theorem is equivalent to the 2-dimensional case of the Brouwer 

fixed-point theorem. This man won a challenge to design a roundabout in Stockholm with a design 

based on the superellipse, and also popularized the superegg, a shape formed by rotating an 

elongated superellipse. This man wrote about “the pain of losing one (*) [glove], throwing away the 

other, and finding the first one again” in a poem that subtly criticized Nazi collaborators in his country. For 

10 points, name this Danish polymath who wrote short poems called “grooks.” 

ANSWER: Piet Hein 

<WN> 

21. Erik Olin Wright’s Class Counts opens with a parable about creatures with this name to illustrate 

the idea that exploiting classes do not want the poor to gain the means of subsistence, even if it 

would cost the exploiters nothing. Engineers use plots of this name to represent the results of tests 

when parameters like frequency or voltage are varied. The production of pheromones results in 

bulge-shaped projections with this name during the mating of a-cells and alpha-cells in (*) S. cerevisiae 

[ess “sarah”-VISS-ee-ee]. In its original use, this word refers to creatures which subsist on air and will jump 

into a frying pan if somebody looks at them hungrily. For 10 points, name these round white edible creatures 

from Al Capp’s cartoon Li’l Abner.  

ANSWER: shmoos [or shmoon] 

<WN> 

22. A poet with this surname described arranging a bunch of glasses of whisky in a circle and 

downing them one by one in memory of an absent woman in the poem “A Private Bottling.” That 

poet with this surname published a 2006 version of Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus titled simply 

Orpheus. Another poet with this surname wrote a poem whose title character “is a household word 

today, and the stockmen tell the story of his ride.” That poem about a man who chases down an 

escaped colt is called “The Man from (*) Snowy River.” This is the surname of the author of “Clancy of 

the Overflow,” an Australian bush poet who wrote the original lyrics to “Waltzing Matilda.” For 10 points, 

identify this surname, which is also the title of an epic poem by William Carlos Williams about a city in New 

Jersey. 

ANSWER: Paterson [accept Don Paterson or Andrew Barton “Banjo” Paterson] 

<WN> 



23. Three of these things are painted on a wall to which an iron bed is attached in Antoni Tàpies’s 

sculpture Rinzen. For his most ambitious project, Roman Opałka painted more than five million of 

these things over a span of nearly fifty years. A 1964 painting of these things, the artist’s only public 

commission, was made with Sculp-metal on canvas and includes a cast of Merce Cunningham’s 

footprint. Three of these things appear to the left of a mask in an homage to (*) Gertrude Stein by 

Charles Demuth entitled Love, Love, Love. An orange one of these things is the most distinctly visible element 

of The Farewells, the first painting in Umberto Boccioni’s States of Mind series. Many paintings by Jasper Johns 

consist of these things stenciled in a grid pattern. For 10 points, Albrecht Dürer’s Melencolia I includes a four-

by-four magic square made up of sixteen of what things? 

ANSWER: numbers [or integers] 

<WN> 

24. The performers of a piece with this adjective in its title sing the line “Certainly, certainly he’ll 

understand” in unison after alternating lines for most of the piece, which represents one of those 

singers dictating a letter to the other. Alfonso, Dorabella, and Fiordiligi [f’yore-dee-LEE-jee] wish 

some soldiers safe travels in a trio whose title begins with this adjective, from Così fan tutte [koh-

ZEE “fawn” TOOT-tay]. This adjective appears in the name of a duettino from Act 3 of The 

Marriage of Figaro, which may be most famous for its appearance in The (*) Shawshank Redemption. 

Mimi and Rodolfo first admit their love for one another in a duet whose title includes this adjective, which 

modifies zeffiretto [zeff-fee-“RATE-toe”] in the aforementioned piece from The Marriage of Figaro. For 10 

points, name this Italian word for “gentle” which modifies fanciulla [“fawn-CHEW”-luh] in the title of a duet 

from La Bohème. 

ANSWER: soave [prompt on gentle or other words with a similar meaning; accept “Sull’aria… che soave 

zeffiretto” or “Soave sia il vento” or “O soave fanciulla”] 

<WN> 

TB. A philosopher with this first name wrote about the history of the concept of “action at a 

distance” in the book Forces and Fields, and has the last name Hesse. In response to a J. L. Mackie 

paper praising The Selfish Gene, a philosopher with this first name wrote that “genes cannot be 

selfish or unselfish, any more than atoms can be jealous, elephants abstract, or biscuits teleological” 

in the paper “Gene-Juggling.” That philosopher with this first name is a prominent critic of 

scientism and supporter of animal rights with the last name (*) Midgley. A thought experiment by 

Frank Jackson imagines a scientist of this name who knows everything about color but still doesn’t know 

what it’s like to see the color red. For 10 points, identify this first name of the author of A Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman, whose last name is Wollstonecraft. 

ANSWER: Mary 

<WN> 


